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1.1

Entran Ltd has been commissioned by Clean Power Properties Ltd to carry out a Flood Risk

Assessment (FRA) for a proposed development within the Willowbrook East Industrial Estate,
Shelton Road, Corby, Northamptonshire, NN17 5XH.
1.2

This FRA has been prepared in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework

(NPPF), associated Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) and Environment Agency (EA) standing
advice on flood risk for new development.

1.3

The Site is situated within the northern area of the Willowbrook East Industrial Estate and is

currently occupied by a network of tarmac roads and gravel parking spaces, with some soft
landscaping adjacent to the Willow Brook North Arm. The Site covers an area of approximately 2.5
hectares (ha) at an approximate National Grid Reference of SP 90990 90880, as shown in Figure
1.1.
1.4

The Site is located approximately 2.2 km north-east of Corby Town Centre in a

predominantly light industrial area. Industrial units are located to the south and south-east with an
open vehicle storage area located to the west. Located immediately to the north of the Site is the
Willow Brook North Arm within a small wooded area and the Rockingham Motor Speedway located
further to the north-east. Vehicular access to the Site can be gained from Shelton Road to the east.
1.5

Further details on Site topography, hydrology and sources of flood risk are set out in Section

2.

1.6

The Proposed Development is a bespoke Energy Recovery Centre that has been designed

to recover all available resources from mixed solid waste feedstocks. The Proposed Development
provides a single treatment facility for solid wastes which would otherwise be destined for landfill or
mass-burn incineration. The provisional Site layout is provided in

1.7

The requirements for FRA are provided in the NPPF and associated PPG, which came into

effect in March 2012 and March 2014, respectively. This policy states that flood risk is a material
consideration that must be taken into account when considering all planning applications.

In

addition, the requirements of the EA and the local Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) should
be considered.
1.8

Paragraph 103 of the NPPF requires that a site-specific FRA should be submitted with

planning applications for all sites greater than 1 hectare (ha) in Flood Zone 1 or for sites of any size
within Flood Zones 2 or 3.
1.9

Flood Zone 1 is defined as land with little or no flood risk (an annual probability of flooding of

less than 0.1%); Flood Zone 2 is defined as having a medium flood risk (an annual probability of
between 0.1% and 0.5% for tidal areas and 0.1% and 1.0% for rivers); and Flood Zone 3 is defined
as high risk (with an annual probability of flooding of greater than 0.5% for tidal areas and greater
than 1.0% for rivers).
1.10

The FRA is required to describe and assess all flood risks (from rivers, the sea, sewers and

groundwater) to and from the development and demonstrate how they will be managed, including
an evaluation of climate change effects.
1.11

Guidance on the content of FRAs is contained in the NPPF PPG: Flood Risk and Coastal

Change (March 2014) and associated EA standing advice1. These documents have been consulted
with regard to the acceptability of the development proposals described in this FRA.

1

Flood Risk Assessment Guidance Note 1, Environment Agency, March 2012

2.1

The Site is currently occupied by a network of tarmac roads and gravel parking spaces, with

some soft landscaping adjacent to the Willow Brook North Arm. The existing Site levels generally
vary between 106.92 metres Above Ordnance Datum (mAOD) and 104.58 mAOD with a gentle
downwards slope in a south-easterly direction; a topographic survey plan of the Site is included in
(Babtie Site Validation Report, March 2002).

2.2

There are three

s2 that flow within 2 km of the Site; these are the Willow Brook

North Arm, Gretton Brook and Willow Brook South Arm. The Willow Brook North Arm is located
immediately adjacent to the Site and flows in a west to east direction. Gretton Brook is located
approximately 815 m to the north-west and the Willow Brook South Arm is located approximately 1.8
km to the south-east.
2.3

There are several flood storage reservoirs (FSR) and balancing ponds located on the Willow

Brook North Arm upstream of the Site. Further information on these has been identified in the Corby
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA)

Stage 2 and are provided below:

Stanier Road FSR, online reservoir with approximately 645 m3 of storage;
Pen Green FSR, offline reservoir with approximately 15,500 m3 of storage;
Pen Green Lane Balancing Pond, offline reservoir with approximately 4,000 m 3 of storage;
and
Phoenix Parkway FSR, online reservoir with approximately 10,000 m3 of storage.
2.4

There are two pond areas indentified on the OS mapping approximately 110 m to the north-

west of the site, these are disused British Steel Corporation sludge beds and play no role in flood
storage. Recent aerial imagery of this area identifies it as being well vegetated.

2.5

flood map for planning (Figure 2.1) shows that the Site lies within Flood Zone 1

(low risk). Land in this flood zone is predicted to flood with an annual probability of less than 0.1%
from rivers and the sea.

2

Main river is defined by the EA as any watercourse that contributes significantly to the hydrology of a catchment.

2.6

The British Hydrological Society database3 of historical flood events has been reviewed for

records of flooding in the area and no specific data has been found for the Site.
2.7

In addition, the Corby SFRA Stage 2 (Faber Maunsell, August 2006) has been reviewed and

no records of historical flooding have been reported for the Site or adjacent areas as a result of river,
sewer or groundwater flooding.

2.8

According to the BGS Geology of Britain Viewer, the Site is directly underlain by

Northampton Sand Formation bedrock consisting of Ooidal Ironstone. No superficial deposits have
been recorded.
2.9

The Babtie Site Remediation Report (March 2002) (refer to

) indentifies that

there are limited remains of the Northampton Sand Formation aquifer due to previous mining
activities at the Site. This is overlain by reworked boulder clay up to a depth of 19 m which has a
low permeability and does not drain well. Test results have indicated that there is a low potential for
the vertical migration of compounds into any underlying water-bearing strata due to the reworked fill
preventing lateral and vertical migration.

Natural groundwater levels are within or below the

remaining Northampton Sand Formation with limited perched groundwater existing in the infill. This
is contaminated where present in areas previously used as sludge lagoons.

3 Chronology

of British Hydrological Events (www.dundee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/)

3.1

As discussed in Section 2, the

flood map for planning (Figure 2.1) shows that the Site

lies within Flood Zone 1 (low risk). The EA Flood Zones are based on undefended scenarios, i.e.
without the benefit of any flood defences.
3.2

Based on a review of the Corby SFRA, no other recorded sources of flooding, i.e. from

sewers, groundwater or reservoir, have been identified for the Site.

3.3

Flood levels for the Willow Brook North Arm located adjacent to the north of the Site were

acquired from the EA for a variety of probability events; these were taken from the Willow Book
Model (April 2007) and are provided in Table 3.1 below (refer to

).
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3.4

There are no formal flood defences for the Willow Brook North Arm, with the natural channel

providing nominal protection against a 1% annual probability event. The channel is maintained by
the EA and is regularly inspected.
3.5

To the north of the Site, topographic levels are set at approximately 105.08 mAOD to the

north-east and 107.82 mAOD to the north-west. Topographic levels therefore provide the Site with a
freeboard of approximately 9.21 m above the 0.1% annual probability event. There is also a 1.5 m
high landscape bund located between the Site and the Willow Brook North Arm.

3.6

As set out in the NPPF, the aim of the Sequential Test is to steer new development to areas

with the lowest probability of flooding. As the Site has been shown to be located in Flood Zone 1, it
is not necessary to apply the Sequential Test to the proposal, in accordance with the NPPF.

3.7

The Site and surrounding area to the east, south and west is within Flood Zone 1 and,

therefore, provides continual safe access and egress.

3.8

Table 2 of the NPPF PPG sets out a schedule of land uses based on their vulnerability or

sensitivity to flooding. The Proposed Development
out in Table 2. Referring to Table 3 of the NPPF PPG
appropriate within Flood Zone 1 without the need for the Exception Test.

4.1

The NPPF states that those proposing development are responsible for drainage designs

which reduce flood risk to the development and elsewhere, preferably through the use of
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS).
4.2

Surface water arising from a developed site should, as far as is practicable, be managed to

mimic the surface water flows arising from the site prior to the proposed development while reducing
the flood risk to the site itself and elsewhere.
4.3

The

(NNCSS) was adopted in June 2008

and sets out the following relevant policy:
Policy 13
underlying groundwater or surface water, or increase the risk of flooding on the site or
elsewhere, and where possible incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) and lead

4.4

Previous Site remediation works have been completed that affect the surface water drainage

system. The current drainage arrangements are as follows (extract from Card Geotechnics, pers
comm., January 2010) (

):
site was redeveloped for its current use, the

site was re-graded to facilitate surface water run-off into a dedicated drainage system passing
through an oil interceptor to the mains surface water sewer.
The remediation works also included capping of the site with a geotextile and 100 mm thick granular
drainage layer (to prevent infiltration), linked to the surface water drainage system, under a 500 mm

4.5

It is anticipated that these capping layers will remain for the Proposed Development thereby

rendering the Site as 100% impermeable both pre-and post-development.

4.6

Runoff rates for the existing Site have been calculated using the Modified Rational Method

as described by the Wallingford Procedure. Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) modelling software
has been used to generate statistical data on rainfall events for a range of specified return periods,
as follows:
FEH to establish rainfall depths for a range of return periods and catchment descriptors such
as annual average rainfall;
the Wallingford Procedure to determine values for soil index (SOIL) and urban catchment
wetness index (UCWI); a soil index value of 0.45 and a UCWI value of 55 have been
determined for the Site;
the Modified Rational Method to calculate storm run-off volumes for each return period;
a developable area of 2.5 ha with the percentage impermeable surface as 100% for the
existing Site; and
peak discharges for a default 30 minute critical storm were determined from storm volumes
using the standard hydrograph approach.
4.7

The resulting runoff rates for a range of return periods are presented in Table 4.1.
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4.8

All Site runoff is currently directed to the dedicated drainage system passing through an oil

interceptor to the mains surface water sewer. It has been identified that the mains surface water
sewer is located on Shelton Road, adjacent to the eastern boundary of the Site (refer to
). The mains surface water sewer discharges to the Willow Brook North Arm to the north of the
Site.

4.9

Runoff rates for the proposed development have been calculated using the same procedure

as for the existing Site and using the same parameters, with the percentage impermeable surface
area also remaining at 100%. This is assuming that the impermeable drainage layers associated
with the previous development of the Site are not removed.
4.10

4.11

The resulting runoff rates for a range of return periods are presented in Table 4.2.
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To account for the predicted increases in rainfall intensities as a result of climate change, the

100 year runoff rate and volume have been increased by 40% in accordance with the latest EA
climate change rainfall allowances. This produces a climate change corrected peak runoff rate of
869.3 l/s for the critical 100 year storm and a total storm volume of 1,563.4 m3.

4.12

Table 4.3 provides an overview of the feasibility of a range of SUDS techniques in order to

identify which may be suitable for the proposed development. Further details are provided for the
techniques which are considered to be possible.

Requires flat or minimal slope roofs. Limited value for runoff
attenuation in comparison with other techniques. Rooftop
solar panels are anticipated to be included within the design
limiting space for green roof.
Require infiltration rates of 1 x 10-6 m/s or greater. Shallow
soakaways or infiltration trenches would be required where
groundwater is shallow (i.e. less than 2.0 mbgl). Use of
infiltration at the Site not feasible due to impermeable
capping layer.
Are widely applicable for attenuation and treatment of
surface runoff by infiltration into the ground. Require slope
of no more than 4-10% and can act as a substitute for
soakaways where groundwater is shallow. Use of infiltration
at the Site not feasible due to impermeable capping layer.
Primarily used to remove pollutants from runoff and due to
their shallow nature are not as effective at runoff attenuation
as other SUDS techniques. Use of infiltration at the Site not
feasible due to impermeable capping layer.
Ideally requires a level Site and favourable underlying
ground conditions. Could be implemented on parking and
pedestrian pavement if linked with conveyance system. Not
suitable for areas of HGV traffic.
Used in the same way as carrier ditches or storage bunds.
These could be used for storage and/or conveyance to a
balancing pond. Feasible for the site, particular in areas
identified for landscaping.
These are normally used adjacent to areas of car parking or
roads and convey runoff via flow through an engineered
substrate. Potential use in the treatment train for the Site.

These are permanent ponds that provide storage above the
resting water level in the pond. Are appropriate for most
Sites but require suitable space. Require impermeable soils
or can be lined. Space is potentially available within the
areas designated for landscaping but will be limited in depth
due to underlying capping layer disturbance.
Geo-cellular storage or similar sub-base medium beneath
car parking areas and/or other areas of hardstanding and/or
other forms of underground attenuation. Potential use for
high volume to minimum depth ratio.

4.13

Table 4.3 concludes that there are relatively few SUDS measures that could potentially be

adopted on the Site to provide the desired rate of attenuation assuming that the impermeable
capping layer will remain unaltered.
4.14

The current 100 year runoff rate for the critical 30-minute storm is 620.9 l/s (Table 4.1). It is

intended to provide attenuation to ensure that the 100 year plus climate change rainfall event is
controlled on Site and discharged at a rate no greater than 496.7 l/s, i.e. 20% less than the existing
100 year runoff rate. This would provide the betterment in runoff rates required by the NPPF,
Northamptonshire County Council Surface Water Guidance for Developers, NNCSS Policy 13 and
associated EA standing advice.
4.15

The 100 year plus climate change rainfall event post-development has a volume of 1,563.4

3

m for the 30 minute critical storm duration for peak flow (Table 4.2). However, the critical storm
duration for peak runoff rate is not necessarily the same as that for peak volume. The most feasible
option identified to manage Site drainage is through the use of a non-infiltration basin, with noninfiltration swales utilised for conveyance and additional storage if required. This will be located
within the eastern part of the Site as identified on the Site Layout Plan (
4.16

).

A basic simulation has been undertaken in MicroDrainage which has modelled a range of

rainfall scenarios in order to ascertain the volume of storage required to attenuate the 100 year plus
climate change rainfall event to 496.7 l/s. A non-infiltration pond or basin with assumed surface area
of 1,254 m2, basal area of 816 m2 and depth of 1 m is enough to control a range of rainfall scenarios
on-site (refer to

). The proposed non-infiltration basin contains the required volume as

well as an additional freeboard allowance of 100 mm.

4.17

It is considered that the addition of non-infiltration swales for conveyance and storage will

decrease the total amount of storage required in the non-infiltration basin and provide additional
water quality benefits.
4.18

The attenuation system would discharge through the dedicated surface water sewer on-Site

to the mains surface water sewer located on Shelton Road, adjacent to the eastern boundary of the
Site (as per the current arrangement) which subsequently discharges to the Willow Brook North Arm
watercourse. All drainage would be routed to the ultimate point of discharge by gravity.
4.19

A detailed drainage design will be undertaken in due course to consider the implementation

of SUDS on the Site.

The total volume of attenuation required could be reduced through the

combination of several SUDS components.

4.20

Current best practice guidance on flood risk requires an evaluation of how rainfall events

beyond the design capacity of the proposed drainage system would be managed and what effects
they are likely to have on flood risk at the Site or surrounding areas.
4.21

For the drainage proposals described above, should a rainfall event exceeding the 100 year

plus 20% climate change event occur, then it is expected to result in an exceedance of the drainage
system leading to runoff draining in a south-easterly direction towards the main access track. The
Site is currently graded to encourage flows to this point as part of the surface water drainage
strategy. Such exceedance flows are therefore not expected to affect people or property in the
vicinity of the Site.

4.22

It would be the responsibility of the developer to either maintain the infiltration/ detention

basin themselves or to negotiate with and secure the agreement of a third party to maintain the
sustainable drainage system, as detailed in
(September 2014) published by Defra.
4.23

However, such an adoption would require consultation with the adopting body during the

detailed design stage to ensure that the minimum requirements for SUDS design are met. The

requirements for the detention basin operation and maintenance has been extracted from The SUDS
Manual4 and provided in Table 4.4 below:

Litter, debris and trash removal

Monthly

Grass cutting

Monthly (during

for landscaped areas, spillways and access

routes

growing season), or
as required

Grass cutting

meadow grass in and around basin

Half yearly (spring
before nesting
season and Autumn)

Manage other vegetation and remove nuisance plants

Monthly (at start, then
as required)

Tidy all dead growth before start of growing season

Annually

(detention basin)
Remove sediment from inlets, outlets and forebay

Annually (or as

(detention basin)

required)

Manage wetland plants in outlet pool

where provided

Annually

(detention basin)
Re-seed areas of poor vegetation growth

Annually, or as
required

Prune and trim trees and remove cuttings

2 years, or as
required

Remove sediment from pre-treatment system when 50%

As required

full
Remove sediment from micropools if volume reduced by
>25% (detention basin)
Repair of erosion or other damage by re-seeding or re-

3

10 years, or as

required
As required

turfing
Realignment of rip-rap

4 The SUDS manual (C697). London: CIRIA.

As required

Repair/rehabilitation of inlets, outlets and overflows

As required

Rehabilitate infiltration surface using scarifying and spiking

As required

techniques if performance deteriorates
Re-level uneven surfaces and reinstate design levels

As required

Inspect inlets, outlets and overflows for blockages and

Monthly

clear if required
Inspect banksides, structures, pipework etc for evidence of

Monthly

physical damage
Inspect inlets and and pre-treatment systems for silt

Half yearly

accumulation. Establish appropriate silt removal
frequencies
Inspect infiltration surfaces for compaction and ponding

Monthly

Check penstocks and other mechanical devices (detention

Half yearly

basin)

5.1

The requirements for a Flood Risk Assessment are provided in the National Planning Policy

Framework and associated Planning Practice
Guidance Notes. This policy and associated guidance have been followed in the preparation of this
FRA.
5.2

The assessment of flood risk has established that the Site lies entirely within Flood Zone 1

and therefore has

of flooding as defined in the NPPF. The Corby SFRA Stage 2 (Faber

Maunsell, August 2006) has been reviewed and no records of historical flooding have been reported
for the Site or adjacent areas as a result of river, sewer or groundwater flooding.
5.3

Flood levels for the Willow Brook North Arm located adjacent to the north of the Site were

acquired from the EA for a variety of probability events taken from the Willow Book Model (April
2007).

The maximum flood level is modelled at 95.87 mAOD for the 0.1% event.

The Site

topographic levels are set at approximately 105.08 mAOD to the north-east and 107.82 mAOD to the
north-west. There is also a 1.5 m high landscape bund located between the Site and the Willow
Brook North Arm.

These topographic levels therefore provide the Site with a freeboard of

approximately 9.21 m above the 0.1% annual probability event.
5.4

Table 2 of the NPPF PPG sets out a schedule of land uses based on their vulnerability or

sensitivity to flooding. The Proposed Development is classifi
out in Table 2. Referring to Table 3 of the NPPF PPG
appropriate within Flood Zone 1 without the need for the Exception Test.
5.5

A review of the feasibility of a variety of SUDS techniques has been undertaken to identify

those that are feasible for the Proposed Development. It has been concluded that the preferred
drainage strategy for the Site is to attenuate runoff in non-infiltration swales and basins prior to
discharge to the dedicated surface water sewer as per the current arrangement.

However,

consideration should be given at the detailed design stage to other potentially feasible SUDS
components that can reduce the required volume of attenuation within the non-infiltration basin, as
well as provide potential water quality, biodiversity and visual amenity benefits.
5.6

The existing 100 year runoff rate is 620.9 l/s (Table 4.1); therefore, attenuation would be

provided to control runoff to 80% of this rate (i.e. 496.7 l/s) for all events up to and including the 100
year plus 20% climate change rainfall event.
5.7

A basic simulation has been undertaken in MicroDrainage which indicates that a non-

infiltration pond or basin with assumed surface area of 1,254 m2, basal area of 816 m2 and depth of

1 m is enough to control a range of rainfall scenarios on-site. The proposed non-infiltration basin
contains the required volume as well as an additional freeboard allowance of 100 mm.
5.8

Additional storage could be provided by non-infiltration swales used for conveyance. This

drainage strategy is considered feasible and would provide the betterment in runoff rates required by
the NPPF, Northamptonshire County Council Surface Water Guidance for Developers, NNCSS
Policy 13 and associated EA standing advice.
5.9

This FRA has demonstrated that the Proposed Development will be safe and that it would

not increase flood risk elsewhere. The Proposed Development use is considered appropriate in
relation to the flood risk vulnerability classifications set out in Table 3 of the NPPF PPG. The
Proposed Development should therefore be considered acceptable in planning policy terms.
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Mr B Lewis
Ben.lewis@rma-environmental.co.uk

CCN-2013- 34013
11 April 2013

Dear Mr Lewis

Thank you for your request of 12 March 2013 to use Environment Agency data,
Product 3, in the development of the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) for the above
site. The information is attached.
If you have requested this information to help inform a development proposal, then
you should note the detail in the attached advisory text on the use of Environment
Agency Information for Flood Risk Assessments / Flood Consequence Assessments.
The attached Basic FRA Map includes the current Flood Map for your area. The
Flood Map indicates the area at risk of flooding,
, for a flood event with a 0.5% chance of occurring in any year for flooding from
the sea, or a 1% chance of occurring for fluvial (river) flooding. It also shows the
extent of the Extreme Flood Outline which represents the extent of a flood event with
a 0.1% chance of occurring in any year, or the highest recorded historic extent if
greater.
The Flood Map only indicates the extent and likelihood of flooding from rivers or the
sea. It should also be remembered that flooding may occur from other sources such
as surface water sewers, road drainage, etc.
The fluvial flood levels for the model nodes shown on the attached Basic FRA Map
are set out in the table below. They are measured in metres above Ordnance Datum
Newlyn (mODN).

Contd…/
Waterside House, Waterside North, Lincoln, LN2 5HA
Customer services line: 03708 506 506
Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.environment-agency.gov.uk

Weekday Daytime calls cost 5p plus up to 6p per
minute from BT Weekend Unlimited. Mobile and
other providers’ charges may vary

WBN5495
WBN5281
WBN5087

490671
490868
491051

290864
290939
290970

96.18
95.46
94.42

96.25
95.55
94.55

96.28
95.60
94.71

96.37
95.74
95.22

96.43
95.87
95.52

These levels are taken from the Willow Brook Model (April 2007) and are the most
up-to-date currently available. We aim to review our models on a regular basis, so if
you are using these levels more than twelve months from the date of this letter,
please contact us again to check that they are still valid.
Please note that these levels are “in-channel” levels and therefore may not represent
the flood level on the floodplain, particularly where the channel is embanked or has
raised defences.
There are no formal flood defences protecting this site. The natural channel which is
maintained by us, provides a nominal protection against a flood event with a 1%
chance of occurring in any year (1 in 100). We inspect the channel regularly to
ensure that any potential defects are identified early.
With regards to the history of flooding I can advise that we do not have any records
of flooding in this area. It is possible that other flooding may have occurred that we
do not have records for, and other organisations, such as the Local Authority or
Internal Drainage Boards, may have records.
Climate change will increase flood risk due to overtopping of defences. Please
contact our Welland and Nene Partnership and Strategic Overview Team to discuss
how this risk should be considered within your Flood Risk Assessment.
This information is provided subject to the enclosed notice, which you should read.
If you have any queries or would like to discuss the content of this letter further
please contact Heather Claase using the telephone/email details below. Please
quote our CCN reference number in all correspondence where data is referenced,
including the Flood Risk Assessment.
Yours sincerely

Direct dial

01536 385126
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Direct e-mail

psown@environment-agency.gov.uk

Enc.
FRA Advisory Text
Basic FRA Map
Standard Notice

3

If you have requested this information to help inform a development proposal,
then we recommend that you undertake a formal pre-application enquiry using
the form available from our website:http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/33580.aspx
Depending on the enquiry, we may also provide advice on other issues related to
our responsibilities including flooding, waste, land contamination, water quality,
biodiversity, navigation, pollution, water resources, foul drainage or
Environmental Impact Assessment.
In
, you should refer to the Environment Agency’s Flood Risk Standing
Advice, the technical guidance to the National Planning Policy Framework and
the existing PPS25 Practice Guide for information about what flood risk
assessment is needed for new development in the different Flood Zones. These
documents can be accessed via:
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/82587.aspx
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/nppftechnicalgu
idance
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/pps25guideupd
ate
You should also consult the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment produced by your
local planning authority.
In
you should refer to TAN15 for information about what flood
consequence assessment is needed for new development in the different flood
zones
http://new.wales.gov.uk/splash;jsessionid=8ylGTfGZthmB0t2vhp6hS1GcB1LXvZ
zB3Ylczf20Xn7LK3zK0nMk!981825250?orig=/topics/planning/policy/tans/tan15/
You should also consult the Strategic Flood Consequence Assessment if one
has been produced by your local planning authority.

In both

you should note that:

1. Information supplied by the Environment Agency may be used to assist in
producing a Flood Risk / Consequence Assessment (FRA / FCA) where
one is required, but does not constitute such an assessment on its own.
2. This information covers flood risk from main rivers and the sea, and you
will need to consider other potential sources of flooding, such as
groundwater or overland runoff. The information produced by the local
planning authority referred to above may assist here.
3. Where a planning application requires a FRA / FCA and this is not
submitted or deficient, the Environment Agency may well raise an
objection.
4. For more significant proposals in higher flood risk areas, we would be
pleased to discuss details with you ahead of making any planning
application, and you should also discuss the matter with your local
planning authority.
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[not for use with Special Data, Personal Data or unlicensed 3rd party rights]

We (The Environment Agency) do not promise that the Information supplied to You will always be accurate,
free from viruses and other malicious or damaging code (if electronic), complete or up to date or that the
Information will provide any particular facilities or functions or be suitable for any particular purpose. You
must ensure that the Information meets your needs and are entirely responsible for the consequences of
using the Information. Please also note any specific information warning or guidance supplied to you.

The Information is protected by intellectual property rights and whilst you have certain statutory rights
which include the right to read the Information, you are granted no additional use rights whatsoever
unless you agree to the licence set out below.
Commercial use of anything except EA OpenData is subject to payment of a £50 licence fee (+VAT) for
each person seeking the benefit of the licence, except for use as an Environment Agency contractor or
for approved media use.
To activate this licence you do not need to contact us (unless you need to pay us a Commercial licence
fee) but if you make any use in excess of your statutory rights you are deemed to accept the terms
below.
We grant you a worldwide, royalty-free (apart from the £50 licence fee for commercial use), perpetual, nonexclusive licence to use the Information subject to the conditions below.

copy, publish, distribute and transmit the Information
adapt the Information
exploit the Information commercially, for example, by combining it with other Information, or by
including it in your own product or application
acknowledge the source of the Information by including the following attribution statement:
“Contains Environment Agency information © Environment Agency and database right”
ensure that you do not use the Information in a way that suggests any official status or that We
endorse you or your use of the Information
ensure that you do not mislead others or misrepresent the Information or its source or use the
Information in a way that is detrimental to the environment, including the risk of reduced future
enhancement
ensure that your use of the Information does not breach the Data Protection Act 1998 or the Privacy
and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003
These are important conditions and if you fail to comply with them the rights granted to you under this
licence, or any similar licence granted by us will end automatically.

The Information is licensed ‘as is’ and We exclude all representations, warranties, obligations and liabilities
in relation to the Information to the maximum extent permitted by law. We are not liable for any errors or
omissions in the Information and shall not be liable for any loss, injury or damage of any kind caused by its
use. We do not guarantee the continued supply of the Information.
This licence is governed by the laws of England and Wales.
“Information” means the information that is protected by copyright or by database right (for example, literary
and artistic works, content, data and source code) offered for use under the terms of this licence.
“Commercial” means:
offering a product or service containing the Information, or any adaptation of it, for a charge, or
internal use for any purpose, or offering a product or service based on the Information for indirect
commercial advantage, by an organisation that is primarily engaged in trade, commerce or a profession.
Contact: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk

03708 506506

